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suddenly matter enters into this life source

and the universe is created

it has happened in the nuclear bomb

the nuclear bomb is nothing but separating the electron and the proton

the moment you separate electron and proton the nucleus explodes

it is the same in existence

existence has so many floating black holes

that if many black holes gather 

it can create enough force to explode one black hole

that perhaps is the way the origins of life came

from emptiness and explosion and the light filtered in…

created matter…and here we are

it is very difficult to explain this

but i can understand the inner experience of this

all that i am speaking is from the view of the mystical

i know what i am speaking from the inner

i have died

i have gone into the black hole

i have seen the universe in a totally different light

trying to translate it into the world is a little complex

but it is not a complicated experience

the moment you will fall in the black hole

everything will be light

and in such a dimension that it cannot be explained

all the senses that you are using are so small and isolated

even the sixth sense within the body is far more intricate 

than the first five senses

the sixth sense combines all the five senses

and does not only become the sixth sense

it becomes the sixth plus the fifth…

sixth plus the fourth…sixth plus the third…

you understand ?

all your senses become multiplied…multidimensional

where you can sense the difference or the time or the space ?

there is no time…no space…no distance

to measure distance you need a certain object

you need light…something to measure the distance

you need two objects and now you can measure the distance

when there is no objectivity within the space…

it can be one millimetre…

it can be a thousand miles…

there is no sense of distance…

there is no time…

for time you need to measure movement

anything changing in time

time needs a certain movement to measure

there is no sense of time because there is no way to measure

there is no space…no light to gauge…

it is a very strange phenomenon

when you fall into it you do not know the size of it…

you do not know how big it is…

but it is as vast as the universe

because the black hole has no boundary either

the moment you fall into this black hole it is shocking

everything around you…outside you…starts exploding into light…

you see all forms of light

because now you have fallen into such a dark space

that even the darkness around you has become filled with light

that is why it is called the black hole

no light can enter in it…it is perfectly dark…

if any light enters soon it will develop matter… 

and the whole world will come in

perhaps that is the big bang

the big bang is nothing but a black hole exploding…

emptiness exploding…

it creates matter


